
Challenging our
Assumptions 

Young
People and

Privacy  



Kia hora te marino
Kia whakapapa pounamu te moana
Hei huarahi mā tātou i te rangi nei

Aroha atu, aroha mai
Tātou, i a tātou katoa

Hui e! Tāiki e!

May peace be widespread
May the sea be like greenstone

A pathway for us all this day
Let us show respect for each other

For one another
Bind us all together!
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Momma, Educator, Researcher - Worked with Netsafe, The Light
Project, Mindshift, Code Avengers, Massey Uni and Vic uni,  Te

Papa, Life Education, schools, ECE, Police...

Online gamer! 
Cyclist, movies, designer/artist, family,

friends and our dog Poppy

Ko Anjie Webster toku ingoa 
M.Ed (hons); Dip. Positive Psych and Wellbeing
Founder of G:O, MoE Accredited Facilitator 



Who remembers?











‘Digital’ or ‘Online’ does not
encompass all things online

Different devices, apps, platforms,
and ways of engaging

Myths/assumptions are perpetuated

Nuanced | Research and media need
to be specific

Assumptions and Terms

Livingstone, S. (2024). 
Reflections on the meaning of “digital” in research on adolescents' digital lives. Journal of Adolescence, 1–6.



I asked!



They understand what privacy is

They identify domains and contexts for

privacy

They care strongly about these

Disconnects exist between these and the

sharing of aspects of ‘self’ online in

different contexts, and for different

motivations 

Young people’s concern for privacy:

*Angela Webster, M.Ed Thesis (2016) | Young people’s privacy concepts, and relationship/disconnects  to their online engagement 



Personal 

Social 

Physical

Qualitative Data | Three Domains



Autonomy* and control

“Choosing who gets to know what”

Personal information and confidentiality

Clear ideas about PII and limiting who sees what 

          *Autonomy - a fundamental human need and critical to wellbeing

Personal



Personal belongings and ownership

My “things” are an extension of me and I get

to control aspects 

Personal space and solitude

“My own thoughts” and “being alone”

Personal



Social
Relationships and Trust

Boundaries and Consent - expected loyalties,

respect, and safety in sharing 

Trust - Sharing “personal stuff or 

       belongings with someone you trust” 

       but when trust “goes bad” it’s a 

       breach of trust 



Physical
Body privacy

Bathrooms - getting changed

Not “having a stalker watching

you online or like not online”

Consent and boundaries









“When an online service is free, you're

not the customer. You're the product.” 

Tim Wu, The Attention Merchants: The Epic Scramble to Get Inside Our Heads

Disrupted Childhood: The cost of persuasive design (2023)

5Rights Foundation [UK]



“ ...the digital environment offers the promise of creativity and

knowledge, but its current dependence on persuasive design

makes it a challenging environment for young people that can

increase risk, limit creativity and even stifle development.”

Disrupted Childhood: The cost of persuasive design (2023)

5Rights Foundation [UK]



Under Development of

Language acquisition

Comprehension 

Empathy 

Memory Coding

Reading facial and 
emotional expressions

Advanced maturation 
of the Visual Cortex 

https://scienceblog.cincinnatichildrens.org/screen-usage-linked-to-differences-in-brain-structure-in-young-children



Identity

Fitting in v’s Belonging

Banter, laughs, “jj”

Challenges and harms

Engagement is Gendered

‘Teens’ Digital Profile’ | Netsafe Report 2018



Passwords - pressured, inadvertent, relationship trust, convenience

PII - apps, sites, or platforms require it (more than is needed)

Intimate or confidential content - pressured, ‘norms’, explorative,
friendship or relationship-related, inadvertently, jokes and laughs,
unaware of implications, etc.

Others’ personal content or info - ‘norms’, impulsive, harm or
retribution intended, perceived consent, etc.
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motivations and contextmotivations and context



• How tamariki/children use social media.

• Parents who post their tamariki/children on social media platforms to gain a

social media following and monetise that content.

• Risks of tamariki/children’s social media data being shared with or used by

third parties, a risk which can be exacerbated by tamariki/children using false

ages.

• A minimum age requirement for using social media? - Yes 99% 

 When others are sharing...

Safeguarding children and young people’s privacy in New Zealand Report [2024]
Office of the Privacy Commission



Emerging Digital
Technologies | AI

Generative AI - Emerging Habits, Hope, and Fears
2023 FOSI Report | Kantar | Google 

Data transparency 
is important to 

adults and young people
“what’s happening to 

my  stuff” 



In U.S ratio of students 

to a psychologist is

1:408

Chatbot - 115m chats

Created by NZ

psychology student, 30

year old Sam Zaia who

goes by Blazeman98. 

CHATBOTS





30+ million downloads of A.I chatbot ‘friends’





A.I learns from the Internet.

It gathers, scrounges, vacuums

up everything, and pops out

‘recycled info’.

A. I includes the biases, fake,

and incorrect info out there. It

gets things wrong. 



Article 16

 

1. No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference

with his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to

unlawful attacks on his or her honour and reputation.

2. The child has the right to the protection of the 

law against such interference or attacks.

UN Rights of the Child [UNCRC]





“Ka pai or Creepy?” 

Boundaries and Consent

Rights and responsibilities

Relatable activities in different contexts

Student Voice!



Critical thinking

Digital and media literacies

Knowledge of the online environment

Skills to navigate risks and challenges

Attitudes and values of citizenship

Hauora | Wellbeing 

P r i v a c y ,  S a f e t y  a n d
W e l l b e i n g  O n l i n e



Michael Webster Privacy Commissioner 
Ed Gazette April 24 Article



RESOURCES

eSafety Commissioner [Aus]

Commonsense Education [US]

Netsafe [NZ]

SWGfL - Project Evolve [UK]

Webwise  [Ireland]

Privacy Commissions NZ, Canada...



Regular chats and checking in with your
children and teens.

Use ‘news’ stories to discuss scenarios, what
happened, why it might have happened,
implications etc.

Ask them to help you check your settings -
you can learn from them!

Learn together using help guides to establish
the safest settings for gaming, social media,
streaming services, etc. 



Keeping ourselves safe online - differing confidence  responses



Differing levels of confidence in keeping children safe online
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